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 Agenta – Real Estate WordPress Template     
documentation by “Armin Nikdel”  – sanarena@gmail.com 

 

  

Thank you for choosing Agenta WordPress template. This user guide will provide you with all information about 

settings, using and installing Agenta. It is recommended to hire a developer in case you need advanced 

customization for this template.  
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Package Contents  
Once you download package ZIP file, you’ll have all files you need inside. Package contains the following:  

1) Agenta.zip contains Agenta theme  

2) Agenta-child.zip contain Agenta’s child theme to enable edit of template without need to touch original  

files  

3) License folder – all files and plugins provided inside of template are licensed properly.  

4) WP Bakery Visual Composer and Ultimate Addons for Visual Composer plugins – this plugins are 

included within main template files and you’ll see instruction to activate them once you install template.  

Getting started by knowing features  
Agenta template have various features which we will list most important features here.  

Real Estate plugin  
Agenta’s real estate plugin is integrated and build along with template. It is polished by review of real world 

requirement of real estate businesses. It allow multiple agents to post contents and admin to review contents.  

  

Agents Quick Form  
When defining an agent, you can enter their contact information (including email address) and then enable 

Quick contact form for that agent.  

  
It will show an integrated contact form under each property from that agent and allow direct contact from 

customers. It is integrated with reCaptcha anti-spam feature.  
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This is bundled inside of Agenta and don’t need any additional plugins.  

  

Contract Types  
Agenta allow you to add unlimited number of different contract types with their own specified settings.  

Each contract type can have its own price range and it will be shown with different color in map.  

If you set a contract as monthly, it will add monthly label to prices for properties under that contract.  

If you set a contract as daily, it will add daily label to prices for properties under that contract.  

You cannot have both daily and monthly under same contract type.  

  
Properties Search Form    
Search form can be enabled via Visual Composer’s widget and WordPress’s sidebar widgets. You have options to 

enable/disable filters on this form such as furnishment and area size.  

Price range of search form use price range values specified in Contract type. You can change price range slider to 

dropdown box using theme settings.  
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Color Schemes  
You can change color schemes easily using one click in theme options, styling options.  

  
Loan Calculator associated with listing prices    
Agenta is first in its own group that enabled smart loan calculator which apply entered values into loan 

calculator into search listing and calculate monthly loan price for each unit in listing search.  
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Agenta’s Photo Gallery  
You simply add photos into gallery using WordPress’s native gallery feature, and Agenta will apply sleek theme 

to it.  

  

Visual Composer and Ultimate Addon Plugin for Visual Composer ($34 Value!)  
This two premium plugins are integrated into Agenta template for free. You can easily develop your website 

using drag and drop. You don’t need API code for updates as we will update it with each release for you.  
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Agenta’s shortcode modules for Visual Composer  
We have added our main functions as visual composer module to enable easy page building using Agenta tools.  

  

Agenta Widgets  
Various theme specific widgets have been added to WordPress.  
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Energy Consumption Level  
They are mandatory for some EU countries and we support it. Simply fill up number when adding a property and 

Agenta will generate energy level chart. Leave fields empty and this chart will hide.  

  

reCAPTCHA Spam Protection  
We protect agent’s quick contact form using Google reCAPTCHA spam blocker.  

  

Rubber Stamp Mark  
You can mark properties as SOLD, PROMO, RENTED, ... by putting a mark over each 

listings. This is very customizable and allows you to manually edit and enter any text 

you want to show.  

It is available when adding/editing properties.  
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Theme Options Customizing  
Agenta uses a user-friendly customizer for all template settings.  

  

You can upload logo, change texts, disable and enable varius functions such as Top Sliding bar, map and … using 

this section.  

Google Fonts  
You can choose typography from huge list of Google font’s database. Font will be loaded on user browser 

directly from Google’s servers, thus increase speed of loading while enabling you to use custom fonts.  

Multi User and Multi Agent  
You can define new agents in Users section of WordPress, upload their profile photo and define a login 

password for them so that they can publish their own properties. You can enable admin review in theme options 

to review each property before publishing on live website.  

Agenta Page Options  
These settings are present when you are trying to edit or add a new page. You can hide title, sidebar and more. 

If you don’t see this option, look in Screen Options on top right of screen and enable it.  

  

Top Widget Slider  
You can enable/disable this feature using theme options. It will allow you to add a widget enabled sliding area 

on top of all your pages.  
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Valid Responsive HTML5/CSS  
Agenta has been tested against W3C Validator and it is developed based on Bootstrap 3 framework for 

maximum compatibility with modern devices.  

Retina Ready  
Template will detect high resolutions and load high quality pictures for logo and it is using Font Awesome Icons 

for vector based high quality.  

Icon enabled facilities  
We have integrated more than 60 home, hotel and appliances icons into facilities section. You can submit a 

request for us if you cannot find what you are looking for and we will add it to our next version release.  

  

Font Awesome Integration  
We have integrated Font Awesome with Ultimate Addons of Visual Composer and enabled easy to use icon 

manager:  
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Theme Installation  
Please install Agenta to be to use it in your WordPress website by using following instruction.  

First of all, you must have a WordPress website already setup. If you need help on installing WordPress, you can 

follow official WordPress guide here: http://codex.wordpress.org/Installing_WordPress  

To install the template and make template ready to use, you have to follow few steps.  

1. Upload Template into your WordPress  
You can follow two different guidelines for it. FTP or WordPress Upload method.  

First we mention WordPress upload method since it is easier to follow. In case your WordPress shows an error, 

then you must follow FTP method.  

WordPress Upload  

1. Login to your WordPress Admin  

2. Navigate to Appearance > Themes  

3. Click Add New button.  

  

4. Click Upload Theme button.  

  

5. Choose Agenta.zip file on your computer and Click Install Now. Theme will be uploaded.  

6. Navigate to Appearance > Themes and activate installed theme.  

http://codex.wordpress.org/Installing_WordPress
http://codex.wordpress.org/Installing_WordPress
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FTP Method  

1. Unzip agenta.zip file  

2. Login to your website’s FTP server.  

3. Open /wp-content/themes/ in your WordPress installation folder.  

4. Upload extracted Agenta theme folder into themes folder of your WordPress installation.  

5. Login to your WordPress Admin  

6. Navigate to Appearance > Themes and activate installed theme.  

2. Enter your Agenta License Code to receive regular updates  
Make sure your current version of Agenta is most recent and stay up to date. Please enter your license code that 

you received upon purchase into “Properties -> Setting -> General”  

3. Install Provided Plugins  
Once you activate template, you’ll be asked to install integrated plugins. Please install recommended and 

required plugins before continue to next step.  

4. Remove default widgets  
Please navigate to Appearance -> Widgets and remove all default widgets that are added automatically by 

WordPress into your sidebars. You may go ahead and include all of your required widgets at this step.  

5. Import Demo Contents  
We have included the exported XML file from our demo; this allows you to quickly set up your theme the same 

way our demo site is setup. Please find XML file in XML folder (inside of Agenta theme folder) and use it. Follow 

steps below to import XML file.  

1. Navigate to Tools > Import  

2. Select WordPress and Install WordPress Importer Plugin, and Activate it.  

3. Open WordPress Importer and choose XML file in xml folder of this template.  

4. Click Upload file and Import and follow steps until files are imported.  

It is recommended to Import media and attachments.  

6. Activate WordPress Permalinks  
This template use permalinks for User-friendly and SEO optimized keywords, you are required to active it to 

avoid getting 404 errors.  
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7. Set Static Home Page  
Default WordPress setup shows latest blog posts, to make it show Properties and homepage text, you have to:  

1. Go to settings > Reading  

2. Change Front page to display static page: Homepage ( This value appear only after you import demo 

contents )  

3. Change Blog to display: Blog ( This value appear only after you import demo contents )  

  

8. Setup Menu  
Please open Appearance > Menus and open Manage and select specified menu for each defined location.  

  
In Edit menus, you can change menu items.  
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For Header menu, you can create Supermenu. To make a menu item to be supermenu, you have to add 

supermenu CSS class to the menu. If you cannot see CSS Classes field for menus, on top right of menu page click 

on Screen Options and enable CSS Classes.  

  

Here is how we enabled supermenu for features menu in header:  

  

In supermenu, first child will be label for the column.  
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9. Configure Widgets and menu if you haven’t yet  
Just drag and drop widgets into widget sections and enter information for each widget. 

10. Input Your License and API codes  
Go to Properties -> Setting and Enter your Agenta License Code which you received upon purchase. This code 

will allow you to automatically receive updates and bug fixes for Agenta. 

On bottom of the page, enter your Google Map API code. This code will allow Google map to be displayed in 

your website (to show location of properties) 

You need to enable following services for your Google Map API: 

1. Maps JavaScript API: https://console.cloud.google.com/apis/library/maps-backend.googleapis.com/ 

Allows Agenta to utilize Maps via JavaScript. 

2. Maps Embed API: https://console.cloud.google.com/apis/library/maps-embed-

backend.googleapis.com/ 

Allows Agenta to embed map to your pages 

3. Geocoding API: https://console.cloud.google.com/apis/library/geocoding-backend.googleapis.com/ 

Allows Agenta to detect address you type and point location over the map. 

11. Manage real estate default values  
Please go to Settings under properties menu and enter your own customized information. Upload 

your logo (must be transparent) and your own desired configurations.  

Modify your pages texts  

Edit Pages  
Navigate to Pages > All Pages and click Edit on the page that you want to edit.  

1. Homepage:  

Homepage is like all other pages. We have used power of Visual composer to enable easy drag and drop 

builder for homepage.  

You can use Agenta Visual Composer widgets to drag and drop slider, map, search, loan calculator and 

other features.  

  
  

https://console.cloud.google.com/apis/library/maps-backend.googleapis.com/
https://console.cloud.google.com/apis/library/maps-embed-backend.googleapis.com/
https://console.cloud.google.com/apis/library/maps-embed-backend.googleapis.com/
https://console.cloud.google.com/apis/library/geocoding-backend.googleapis.com/
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2. Contact us page:   

This page uses Contact form 7 plugin (or you can use any other plugin you wish) to enable contact form.  

  

Create Pages  
To create a new page, Click Add new in Pages menu, and enter appropriate title and text.  

You can use Visual Composer Drag and Drop page builder to generate unique pages.  

Management using Visual Composer  
You can easily modify your pages using Visual Composer plugin. To activate editor mode, Please login to your 

WordPress admin first. Then open the page that you want to edit. By using Visual composer plugin, you no 

longer need to edit pages in admin dashboard. Simply open the page in browser and Look for WordPress admin 

menu.  

Click on Edit with Visual Composer.  

  

You can use tools provided in Visual Composer plugin to add new contents to your page, or drag and drop page 

items.  

  

In this example, we will go into “Agenta” section to use one of the special contents provided by Agenta’s 

template:  
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In this example, we have choose Location Map. Configure settings and Save.  

  

When you have finished editing contents, please click on Update to save contents.  

  

Managing Properties  

Setup your contract types  
Under properties menu, click on contract types and verify that your real estate also offer same contracts. You 

can add or delete if desired.  

Each of these contracts has a default price range (for example rental price range is from 400 to 3000)    

You can change this defaults when you click on contract name there.  
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This contract types will have different color in map and price range will be used for search section.  

Setup locations  
These locations will appear in search dropdown box.  

Under properties, click on location and add desired locations to the list. You can add City and town as city’s 

child.  

   

Setup your Agents  
Enter owners and agents who you are going to put their profile online for your listings.  

Click on Add new user under Users menu where you can add a new user to WordPress. Set their role to Agents 

&, enter their contact details if you want their contact detail to be shown in website and make sure to upload 

their profile photo by using provided photo section at bottom of form.  

Setup Buildings  
This step is optional, but if you want to list few units inside of same building, you can use this feature of Agenta 

to make them searchable by unit.  

You can choose agents who are active in this building, upload photos for photo slider and choose building’s GPS 

location.  

  

Adding properties  
Once template and WordPress are configured, it is pretty easy to add new properties.  

Click Add New under properties.  

Enter title and description.  

Choose owner or agent for this property if you like it to show under the property page.  

Choose building of property if you like customers to see other units in same building.  
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Enter Price without any currency sign and without any symbols and dots. Price would be configured to correct 

style automatically by Agenta. Price field should only contain numbers; otherwise your property wouldn’t be 

searchable.  

Price format can be configured under Theme Options > Localization  

You can hide text on website by using Custom Price Text. You can type word in this field if you want to hide 

price.  

You can change area size format to different definitions such as sq. ft, area, sq. meter, yard, hectares, acreage 

and more in Theme Options > Localizations  

If deposit is required, you can enter it, otherwise leave this field empty.  

If item is featured, it will be shown in homepage below the slider.  

If Property has a Slider Image, it will be show on Main slider (the one that you can enable using Visual 

composer).  

Please make sure to use high quality and high resolution images for this field only. Images recommended being 

larger than 1300px wide.  

Images section is to setup slider inside of property page.  

Make sure to choose a featured image on right sidebar as well. Featured image show in listings and searches.  

Choose location on map  

On right sidebar, please tick appropriate values for each field (location, facilities, contract types and property 

types). You can add new values for each on the fly, if your desired value isn’t listed there.  

Publish!  

Gallery  
In Media section of each post and page and properties, you can create a gallery. Simply create a gallery using 

WordPress’s native feature and Agenta template will apply style to it.  
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A note about images  
When you upload an image to your WordPress, it saves into Gallery.  

To add image from your computer, click on Add Media button, in popup, select from Computer and drag drop 

your photos and click Insert.  

To choose image from your gallery, use Gallery tab instead of clicking on “From Computer” and click on Show 

link in front of each image and click on Insert.  

When inserting image, please make sure it is set to Full Size (for highest quality)  

Sliders  

Main slider  
Main slider uses “Main Pages Slider Image” field of each property. It will show them in Main slider as long as you 

keep that photo in slider image field of that property or until new properties get added to the website.  

Main slider can be activated using Agenta’s Visual composer widgets and it is automatically populated.  

Items Slider  
Buildings and properties have another photo slider to be set for each property. It will create a responsive slider 

in property/building page.  

If there is no slider photo, map of building will move to top of the page.  
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Map  

Homepage Map  
Map can be added in homepage as well as all other pages using Visual Composer’s shortcode. Map can be added 

by clicking Add Element, going to Agenta category and choosing Locations widget.  

Map Settings  
Map will be shown on search pages as well.  

You can change setting for map such as its default location, default zoom or even completely disable it on search 

pages.   
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Sidebar Locations  

  

Agenta’s template allows you to take control of your sidebars by providing sidebar for different sections.  

Generic pages  
This is used in archive page, WordPress’s default search page and Pages.  

Please note that you can optionally turn off sidebar globally in theme option or individually in Pages.  

Posts Pages  
This is used for blog posts pages.  

Properties Listing Pages  
This is used in properties search page.  

Properties Detail Pages  
This sidebar is used in description page of each property.  

Footer Widgets  
As name suggests, you can put widgets in your footer area. Number of footer area widgets columns can be set in 

theme option.  

Top Sliders Widgets  
There is a top slider in top right of your websites, once your visitors click on it; they will see another set of 

widget columns in top of your website.  

  

Shortcode  
Agenta provided Shortcode by using Visual Composer plugin to enable easy management of pages.  
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 Featured Properties  
This shortcode display a list of featured properties. You can see an example at above picture. You can control it’s 

layout in setting. (Grid and Rows)  

 Recent Properties  
Same layout as featured properties, but it will show recent properties. You have option to make it show random 

properties as well.  

 Filtered Properties  
Same as two of above, but with extensive filtering:  

  

 Locations Map  
It has extensive filtering same as Filtered properties shortcode, but instead of showing properties in a grid or 

row, it will show them inside of a map. You can also enable search box over map.  
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 Agenta Header  
To keep Agenta’s style intact on other pages, you can use this widget to make same header that we used on 

different places:  

  

 Agenta Main Slider  
Most popular section to use this widget is homepage on top of the page. It will show a large slider. You can 

enable/disable captions or search form over this slider or change their location and choose slider effect. Please 

choose photo in “Main page slider Image” when adding a new property for to choose photos for this widget.  

  

Loan Calculator  
This widget will enable our loan calculator form. This form calculates in real time. You can enable search button 

for it, so that it will apply entered loan values into listing of properties and show calculated monthly loan price of 

each property.   
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dsIDXpress  
Agenta support standard dsIDXpress plugin for real estates. It means widgets and listings display in correct 

layout and stylesheet.  

After you install and activate your dsIDXpress plugin, it will create a page with following URL: /idx/ 

(www.example.com/idx/) on this page you’ll see listings coming from their server.  

For any inquiry about functionality of this plugin, please contact its own developers. Agenta provide support for 

dsIDXpress as integrating its current standard functions, but we are not able to change their functions.  

Migration from Agenta v1.1.x    
We have revamped agenta’s Agent system in v1.2  

Older versions used custom post type as agent, but new system use WordPress users system for agents and 

landlords, therefor, your agents can have their own username and password to login and post their own 

contents. You can review this contents and publish them or you can enable auto publish in theme option. While 

we no longer support old agents system, we have provided a compatibility patch for those who don’t want to 

migrate to new system for now, so you can enable classic agent patch in Advanced section of theme option, and 

your old agents will be showing. You might also need to check “Hide this agent information on property pages” 

in your main admin account, or other accounts if you used other accounts to submit properties to avoid showing 

double agents. But be aware that we no longer support old system and you no longer can edit or add new 

agents to old system. Please create each of those agents in WordPress Users section and choose that agent as 

property author for each property to be able keep up with our future updates.  

CSS Class names  
There are few class names we have defined to make customization much easier. By default, Agenta put a 

shadow around all pictures, which is nice. But sometimes you might want a shadow-less photo frame.  

http://www.example.com/idx/
http://www.example.com/idx/
http://www.example.com/idx/
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When you insert a photo using Visual composer, you can add following class name as Extra class name, and 

voila! It will remove shadow: “noshadow”  

  

There can be times where you want to drop a shadow for an element ( such as a row, text box … ), you can use 

our defined CSS class for this: drop_shadow   

There is another CSS class which is only for “Rows”. If you specify pushmeup, it will remove row’s whitespace at 

bottom of the row.  

  

  

Translation and WPML  
You can translate website to another languages using provided po files. To edit po files, you’ll need to use Poedit 

software: http://www.poedit.net/ or similar softwares ( we recommend poeditor.com )  

http://www.poedit.net/
http://www.poedit.net/
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You must translate .po file using correct language code format. For example zh_DE.po for german language. And 

convert it to mo file using poeditor applications. Then save both .mo and .po file and into their correct name. ( 

zh_DE.mo and zh_DE.po ) and finally copy language file into agenta theme’s lang folder.  

Please remember to open Settings > Permalinks and click Save every time you done translating, otherwise your 

pages might show 404 errors.  

WPML Support  
If you have WPML CMS plugin and its String Translation plugin, you may use it to scan the template, and 

translate each word under tag of Agenta.  

1. Navigate to WPML -> String Translation  

2. Select text you want to translate and click on Translations on right side and Translate  

3. Check the checkbox “Translation is complete” and Click Save.  

You can enable WPML’s menu which is integrated in Agenta’s theme in theme option.  

Agenta utilize built-in support for WPML language switcher widget. You need to enable WPML header menu in 

Theme options first, and then configure your WPML plugin as follow in WPML->Languages->Language switcher 

options and set language switcher style to List of languages Horizontal  

Font Awesome Integration  
You can use Font-Awesome icon codes everywhere within your texts and pages. Please look at font-awesome 

gallery for list of icons and their code to use: http://fortawesome.github.io/Font-Awesome/icons/ We have 

added facility to use these icons in your own pages by using Visual Composer Ultimate add-on.  

  

Trouble Shooting  

 

Please contact us at sanarena@gmail.com for every question you have regarding Agenta and we will do our best 

to answer to you within two days time.  

Best Regards,   

Armin  

http://fortawesome.github.io/Font-Awesome/icons/
http://fortawesome.github.io/Font-Awesome/icons/
http://fortawesome.github.io/Font-Awesome/icons/
http://fortawesome.github.io/Font-Awesome/icons/
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